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Abstract: In this book, a climatologist at the National Center for Atmospheric Research in
Boulder, Colorado, in the US, looks causes of universal climate change which may effect
increased world temperatures by as much as 10 degrees Fahrenheit in <100 years. He refers
to this change as the greenhouse effect. The greenhouse effect is probably going to result in
agricultural losses, rising sea levels, public health problems, and social upheaval. He sets up
various scenarios of what may happen during the greenhouse century to illustrate the gravity
of the situation. For example, the Great Plains of the US will no longer be the world's major
crop producer, and Canada will assume that role. The book discusses the science, personalities,
and politics behind global warming as well. It tells the reader what science does know, what it
suggests, and where doubts exist. The book also provides a 65-million-year history of the
global climate. It covers mechanisms governing climate. The climatologist uses computer
models to predict climatic changes into the 21st century. He relates the difficulties scientists
encounter with each other, politicians, and the media. Despite all these pessimistic warnings, he
presents guidelines for individual, governments, and business cooperation, which, in turn
could curb environmental damage and bring about sustainable development.
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